
 PROPOSALS FOR “10 DAYS KRUSHEVO REPUBLIC 2023” 

 Official rules for the event “10 DAYS KRUSHEVO REPUBLIC  2023” on 

the occasion of 120 years since the Ilinden Uprising in Macedonia 

and the establishment of the First Republic in the Balkans.  

1. Period of the Ilinden 2023 event: 1-10 August 2023 starting from 

00.01 to 23.59 GMT.  

2. Frequencies/bands: 1.8 frequencies can be used; 3.5; 7; 14; 21; 28 

and 50 Mhz and the wartz frequencies 10, 18, 24 MHz.  

3. Mode of operation: Valid mode of operation: CW, SSB, DIGIT and 

SWL.  

4. Abbreviations: Common international abbreviations are used 

during work.  

5. The following call sign Z3120KR will be used.  

6. Data exchange: Radio stations from Macedonia will send the CQ 

Z3120KR sign during the call. When answering the station that will 

call them, they answer with their call sign and the appropriate report 

according to the type of broadcast (eg CQ Z3... and A1AA 599/59) 

and the connection is immediately entered in the log.  

7. QSO Validity: Valid only once on each band : CW, SSB, DIGIT SWL.  

8. Winning the diploma: Every participant will win a diploma by 

completing the sign at least on three different frequencies any 

mode. Under the same conditions, SWL radio amateurs will also win 

a diploma after submitting a diary in adi format. This request should 

contain a log for at least 3 different frequencies with any modulation 

for all participants.  



9. Commission: In case of appeals, a commission will discuss and 

make an appropriate decision. The decision of this committee is 

final.  

10. Issuance of diplomas: If automatic and electronic issuance of 

diplomas is enabled, it will be done automatically. If there are no 

conditions for automatic processing and sending of diplomas, this 

will be done by a member/members (commission) determined for 

that purpose upon request submitted in adi format.Diplomas must 

be sent electronically to all participants by 12/31/2023. If there is a 

request to send paper diplomas, the requester will have to submit a 

monetary compensation of $2.  

11. Issuance of QSL cards: QSL cards will be issued only in electronic 

form and this will be done automatically when entering the 

electronic logs on the Internet. In certain and individual cases, it can 

be delivered upon special request with a delivered equivalent of 

$2. RSM will reply to all direct mailed cards with a reply envelope of 

$2. Requests will be submitted to the RSM address, attached 

below. Operators may not provide a different address or 

explanation.  

S K O P J E         President of RSM 

_________  2023    Grozden 

Djordjevic Z35U  

 

links :  

  www.z37rsm.org.mk 

            radioamaterskisojuz@gmail.com 

 www.qrz.com/db/Z3120KR 

 

http://www.z37rsm.org.mk/
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